With 136 chapters spread across 8 sections, the text offers a thorough grounding in all aspects of the field, from regulatory control to trial-building and data management. This makes it a useful revision aid for exams as well as giving the reader a taster of areas of pharmaceutical medicine adjacent to their current role.

For healthcare professionals already working in the field, the book offers a guiding hand in difficult situations as well as supplying access to the latest recommendations and guidelines. Comparing regulatory bodies and guidelines from around the world, it provides a truly global perspective that allows readers to confidently apply knowledge internationally.

Produced in the style of the accessible Oxford Handbook series with plenty of space for notes, it details the facts in a concise and readable format, without the reader having to dive through page upon page of dense text. Written by authors with over 20 years of experience in the industry, this comprehensive and authoritative guide provides a shoulder to lean on throughout your pharmaceutical career.
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